Sounds

All the words are hidden vertically, horizontally or diagonally—in both directions. The letters that remain unused form a sentence from left to right.

DOMINANT TONES SOUNDS
HEARING IMPAIRED
NDMOBLASTRESVIN
ECRUOSOTDEEPSNW
AVRGENSRRTHAHOT
ASNRGEUTCUAURIG
TOHWTMABYTPHIST
GEAOUEGNACSLETH
EHPOLPMUFFLERLIR
SEESCINORTCELE
UARCLEACOUSTICS
ADEAINSTRUMENTH
LPTYCNEUQERFBNO
PHSUONOTONOADM
POTSIINUSGOLFNE
ANCATHUNDERAGRDR
REIELZTREHDHOCE
ISNSIKKDEDECIBEL

EARDRUM
ECHO
ELECTRONICS
FREQUENCY
GONG
HEADPHONES
HEARING IMPAIRED
HERTZ
INSTRUMENT
LOW
MONOTONOUS
MUFFLE
NOISE
REPEAT
SHRILL
SONG
SOURCE
SPEED
SPURT
STEREO
TALK
THRESHOLD
THUNDER

DELETE ONE

Delete one letter from OPTICALLY HONE and sound it out.
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